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Opinion
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer related mortality
worldwide [1-5]. The data from the US National Lung Screening
Trial (NLST) showed annual low-dose computed tomography
(LDCT) for lung cancer screening in the high-risk population
reduced lung cancer mortality by 20% compared with a chest
x-ray (CXR) [6]. With the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) covering lung cancer screening, the access to LDCT has
dramatically improved across the nation. The current eligibility
criteria include asymptomatic patients between 55 – 77 years with
a tobacco smoking history of at least 30 pack-years and includes
current smokers or people who have quit smoking within the last
15 years. Smoking continues to be a major contributor to morbidity
and mortality [7] and is associated with a huge economic burden.
Novel minimally invasive techniques have opened the thoracic
cavity to the pulmonologists and patients commonly do not need
surgery for diagnosis [8,9] which are offered at our institution.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of
electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy in a small community
hospital with a robust lung cancer program. Over a quarter of
lung nodules are peripheral and flexible bronchoscopy has a poor
diagnostic yield [10]. Surgical lung biopsy and transthoracic CT
guided biopsy have good diagnostic yield for peripheral lesions
but have more risk of complications. The diagnostic yield of ENB
varies between 40-100% [11]. Factors affecting the diagnostic
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yield include size of the lesion, presence of air bronchogram sign,
experience of the proceduralist among others. Most of the data
about ENB is from larger institutions and is biased. The aim of
the study was to evaluate the performance of the technique in a
smaller institution where the volume is lower. Eighteen consecutive
patients with peripheral lung nodules were biopsied using ENB
and fluoroscopy. All lesions were located beyond the segmental
bronchus that are less than 2 cm in diameter in the outer third of
the lung.
Mean age of the patient population was 67 years. 12/18 were
men. Average pack years for the cohort was 50 years. Median
size of the lesion was 2 cm. 7/18(39%) yielded a diagnosis of
malignancy, an additional 4 malignancies were made with either
a CT guided biopsy/ surgical resection. 7 of the 18 were found to
be benign either after surgical lung biopsy or a negative CT guided
biopsy and radiological stability for 2 years. Overall yield of ENB
was 7/11(64%). No major complications were encountered. No
pneumothoraxes or life-threatening bleeding occurred in our
cohort. Overall ENB helped get diagnosis in an outpatient setting
and is safe and effective way of diagnosis for peripheral lung nodules.
The yield after optimal patient selection is acceptable and the rate
of complications low even for inexperienced bronchoscopists.
Limitations of the study include a single center study with a small
sample size. More prospective data needs to be accumulated.
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